Title: ML30308 Annual Report 1 April 2016 to 31 March 2017
Report Period: 1 April 2016 to 31 March 2017
Project Name: N/A
Title Holder: Jennifer Mason 33.33%, Joseph Van Hyfte 33.33%, Trevor Pearson 33.33%
Title Operator: Jennifer Mason
Personal Author: MASON, J
Report Type: Annual
250K Mapsheet/s: Alice Springs SF5314
100K Mapsheet/s: Lauchlan 5751
Geological Province: Arunta
Stratigraphic Name: N/A
Target Commodity: Gold
Other Commodities: nil
Purpose for which Titles are held: Prospecting
Title history: N/A
Location, physiography and access: Located 107km from Alice Springs on the Gardens Station
Geology Setting: Unknown
Exploration/Mining History: Unknown
Exploration Rationale: Area has good potential for gold prospecting
Work Completed: During the reporting period Jennifer Mason worked the lease using a dry blower and metal detector.
Results: the result from the work was a small quantity of alluvial gold.
Conclusions/Recommendations: Due to the difficulty accessing this area and the reward being minimal it is recommended that this lease be dropped.
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